
How to Study for Round Three 
of the Preliminaries of the 2013 Scripps National Spelling Bee 

Think twice before printing this guide: The 2013 Round Three Study Guide is 63 
pages long. We recommend using it as a computer resource rather than a printed 
resource.  

Instead, print the 2013 Round Three Study Words to use as your practice list. 
Learning these words will give you the best chance to show off your talent during Round 
Three. 

When you step up to the microphone to spell your word in Round Three, your word will 
come from the 2013 Round Three Study Words, available to download when you are 
logged into spellingbee.com.  

Do you have questions about a word’s pronunciation, origin, part of speech, definition or 
use in a sentence? That information is waiting for you in this Study Guide. All you need 
to do is: 

1. Hit Ctrl+F (PC) or Command+F (Mac).
2. Type the word you are looking for into the search box.

One quick reminder: The only study resource for Round One and Rounds Four and 
higher is Webster’s Third New International Dictionary and its addenda section, 
copyright 2002, Merriam-Webster.  

Happy studying! 
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1. abatement I�2@O0aZ2[a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin 
word.

(a noun)

the act or process of reducing in degree or intensity.

The city council passed a law allowing periodic bans on the 
burning of wood, paving the way for further pollution 
abatement. 

2. abbatial I�2@O0`U2Y�I�
�

H�I�N@O0`U2Y�I�J�

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin 
word.

(an adjective)

of or belonging to an abbot, abbess, or abbey.

Father Timothy exercised his abbatial privilege to open the 
monastery’s library to scholars from abroad. 

3. abbreviation I�2AO_4c4@0`U2[�I�
�

H�I�NAO_4c4@0`U2[�I�J�

This word is from a Latin word that became French and then 
English.

(a noun)

a shortened form of a written word or phrase used for brevity.

The acronym NASA is a widely known abbreviation for the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

4. abeyance I�2@O02[�a�`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word was originally Latin and then became 
French, and the second part is an English combining form.

(a noun)

cessation or suspension (as of a customary practice).

The National Spelling Bee went into abeyance during the later 
years of World War II. 

5. abnegation I�ANO[1@T0`U2[�I�
�

H�I�ANO[4@T0`U2[�I�J�

This word is from Latin.

(a noun)

renunciation or denial.

Monasticism involves the disciplining, limitation, or abnegation 
of the material aspects of human life. 

6. acacia I�2@X0`U2�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin.

(a noun)

any plant of the genus of woody plants of warm regions having 
pinnate leaves and white or yellow flower clusters.

Giraffes have specialized teeth that help them comb leaves from 
the spiny branches of the acacia. 
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7. academese I�ANX2Q2@Z4g�I�
�

H�I�2AXNQ2@Z4g��ANX2Q2@Z4`�I�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin plus a Portuguese and Italian combining form.  

(a noun)

a style of writing held to be characteristic of academic people.

Professor Hilton tried hard to avoid using academese in the 
love letter he wrote to his wife on their 25th anniversary. 

8. acedia I�2@`4Q42�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek.

(a noun)

spiritual torpor and apathy.

What many theologians through the centuries have called 
“acedia,” some psychiatrists have diagnosed as depression. 

9. acervation I�AN`2_@c0`U2[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin.

(a noun)

a heaping up : an accumulation.

Bill’s sons jumped in the huge acervation of fallen twigs and 
branches. 

10. acetabulum I�AN`2@aNOf2Y2Z�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin.

(a noun)

the cup-shaped socket in the hipbone that receives the head of 
the thigh bone.

When the football player was tackled, he suffered a fracture at 
the base of the acetabulum. 

11. acotyledon I�A0AX/G3Y@4G3[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin and then French.

(a noun)

a plant without seed leaves.

The fern is a typical acotyledon. 

12. acquittal I�2@XdVG3Y�I�
�

H�I�N@XdVG3Y��2@XdVa3Y�I�J�

This word consists of a Latin part plus a part that went from 
Latin to French.

(a noun)

a setting free or deliverance from the charge of an offense by 
verdict of a jury, sentence of a court, or other legal process.

The young defense attorney was determined to win an acquittal 
for her client. 

13. acuminate I�2@XfCZ2[1a�I�
�

H�I�2@XfCZ2A[0a�I�J�

This word is from Latin.

(an adjective)

tapering to a slender point : pointed.

Steve found one of his parakeet’s acuminate tail feathers on the 
floor. 
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14. addlepated I�@NQ3YA]0G1Q�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is originally English. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

stupid and confused, mixed up, or eccentric. 

 

Young Thomas Edison’s teachers said that he was addlepated 
and unable to benefit from school. 
 

15. adenoidal I�ANQ3[@<VQ3Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

typical or suggestive of one affected with abnormally enlarged 
glands in the back of the throat. 

 

The critics panned the tenor, whose voice was terribly 
adenoidal and breathy. 
 

16. adiabatic I�ANQ42@ONGVX�I�
�

H�I�A0AQ62@ONGVX�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

occurring without loss or gain of heat by the substance 
concerned. 

 

Thermos bottles provide temporary adiabatic storage of hot or 
cold beverages. 
 

17. adipose I�@NQ2A]=`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of or relating to animal fat : fatty. 

 

The body draws upon adipose tissue when needed nutrients are 
not otherwise present. 
 

18. adventitious I�ANQ�A�c2[@aV`U2`�I�
�

H�I�ANQAcR[@aV`U2`�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

coming from another source : added or appended extrinsically 
and not sharing original, essential, and intrinsic nature. 

 

Researchers have been comparing the carcinogenic risks of 
naturally occurring and adventitious substances in food. 
 

19. affability I�ANS2@OVY2G4�I�
�

H�I�ANS2@OVY2a4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

sociability. 

 

Miss Smith was delighted with the affability with which Miss 
Woodhouse had treated her all the evening. 
 

20. afflatus I�2@SY0G2`�I�
�

H�I�2@SY0a2`�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a divine imparting of knowledge or power : inspiration. 

 

Most art students are familiar with Michelangelo’s painting on 
the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel depicting the afflatus from God 
to Adam. 
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21. affreight I�2@S_0a�I�
�

H�I�N@S_0a�I�J�

This word is a modification of a word from French that had 
been formed from a Latin element plus an originally Dutch 
element. 

 

(a verb) 

 

hire or charter (a ship) for the transportation of goods or cargo. 

 

To save on transportation costs, Nestor will affreight a boat to 
take his furniture to Hawaii instead of sending it by air. 
 

22. ageusia I�2@TfCg42�I�
�

H�I�0@TfCg42�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the absence or impairment of the sense of taste. 

 

The hot pizza burned Bart’s tongue, causing him to experience 
temporary ageusia. 
 

23. aggrandizement I�2@T_N[Q2gZ2[a�I�
�

H�I�2@T_N[AQ6gZ2[a��@NT_2[AQ6gZ2[a�I�J�

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the act, action, or result of making great or greater (as in power, 
honor, or wealth). 

 

Because she was a commoner, Ruth was accused of marrying 
the prince for her personal aggrandizement. 
 

24. agoraphobia I�ANT2_2@S=O42�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word went from Greek to Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

abnormal fear of crossing or of being in the midst of open 
spaces. 

 

Charles doesn’t have agoraphobia, but he does much prefer 
staying home to going out. 
 

25. airedale I�@N_AQ0Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an English geographical name. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a large terrier with a wiry black and tan coat. 

 

Shantha’s airedale is registered with the American Kennel 
Club. 
 

26. akamai I�/X/@Z6�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Hawaiian word. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

smart : intelligent. 

 

Mr. Kalama announced that because the students all thought 
they were so akamai, there would be a short pop quiz. 
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27. akaryote I�0@XN_4A=a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a small usually microscopic mass of protoplasm bounded 
externally by a semipermeable membrane and lacking a 
nucleus. 

 

The virus is an example of an akaryote, having only a protein 
shell surrounding DNA or RNA. 
 

28. akropodion I�ANX_2@]=Q42[�I�
�

H�I�ANX_2@]=Q4A/[�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the most prominent point on the back of the heel. 

 

Eli had a nasty blister on his left akropodion after the hike. 
 

29. alacrity I�2@YNX_2G4�I�
�

H�I�2@YNX_2a4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

cheerful readiness : eagerness. 

 

Dr. Cameron’s students always enter his class with alacrity and 
depart with reluctance. 
 

30. alias I�@0Y42`�I�
�

H�I�@0Yf2`�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an assumed name. 

 

To avoid publicity the movie star used an alias when registering 
at the hotel. 
 

31. ammonia I�2@Z=[f2�I�
�

H�I�2@Z=[42�I�J�

This word is from an Egyptian word that went into Greek and 
then Latin plus a Greek combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a colorless gaseous alkaline compound of nitrogen and 
hydrogen that is lighter than air, of extremely pungent smell and 
taste, and very soluble in water and that is used both free and 
combined in medicine, the arts, and industry. 

 

Nan used a dilute solution of ammonia to clean the old varnish. 
 

32. andouille I��A�/[@QCd4�I�
�

H�I��A�N[@QCd4���A�/[@Qd4�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a highly spiced smoked pork sausage. 

 

Clara served her guests a dish of red beans and rice with 
andouille on the side. 
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33. arbitrage I�@/_O2Aa_/gU�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Latin word that became French and then 
English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

simultaneous purchase and sale of the same or equivalent 
security, commodity contract, insurance, or foreign exchange on 
the same or different markets in order to profit from price 
discrepancies. 

 

Through skillful arbitrage, Constanza doubled her money in two 
weeks. 
 

34. asthmatic I�Ng@ZNGVX�I�
�

H�I�Ng@ZNaVX�I�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

caused by or affected with labored breathing. 

 

Because of Pam’s asthmatic condition, her mother had to dust 
and vacuum the house every day. 
 

35. attrition I�2@a_V`U2[�I�
�

H�I�N@a_V`U2[�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a usually gradual loss of personnel from causes normal or 
peculiar to a given situation (as death, retirement, and 
resignation in a labor force or failure and dropout among 
students) often without filling the vacancies. 

 

The CEO promised that the reduction in staff required by the 
budget cuts would come from attrition, not from layoffs. 
 

36. Aztec I�@NgAaRX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\['�I�@NA`aRX�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Nahuatl to Spanish. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a Nahuatl people that founded the Mexican empire conquered 
by Cortez in 1519. 

 

The shimmering golden mask was a superb example of the art of 
the Aztec. 
 

37. bacciferous I�ONX@`VS2_2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

bearing berries. 

 

Granddad’s garden contains a wide variety of bacciferous 
plants. 
 

38. balaclava I�AONY2@XY/c2�I�
�

H�I�AONY2@XYNc2�I�J�

This word is from a Crimean geographical name. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a hoodlike knitted cap covering the head, neck, and part of the 
shoulders and worn especially by soldiers and mountaineers. 

 

Every climber wore a balaclava for protection from the cold 
air. 
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39. baleen I�O2@Y4[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Latin word that became French and then 
English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a hornlike substance growing in the mouth of whales which is 
attached in two ranks along the upper jaw to form a fringelike 
sieve to collect and retain food. 

 

Baleen continues to grow throughout a whale’s life. 
 

40. balistraria I�AONY2@`a_N_42�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a narrow often cruciform opening in a wall (as of a tower or 
fortress) for discharging arrows (as from a crossbow). 

 

Each balistraria of the castle wall was manned by three 
archers. 
 

41. bandicoot I�@ON[Q4AXCa�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Telugu. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any of certain small active insectivorous and herbivorous 
marsupial mammals found in Oceania. 

 

Some species of bandicoot are endangered. 
 

42. Bascology I�ON@`X/Y2W4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of part that went from Latin to French and 
part that is a Greek-derived English combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the study of the Basque language or culture. 

 

Julian received a fellowship to study Bascology at the university 
in Bilbao. 
 

43. bastide I�ON@`a4Q�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Germanic to Old 
Provençal to French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a village or town in medieval France built especially for defense 
and usually laid out according to a definite geometric plan. 

 

The wide boulevard ended at the market square in the center of 
the bastide. 
 

44. bathyal I�@ONaU42Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of or relating to the deeper parts of the ocean, especially those 
parts between 100 and 1000 fathoms : deep-sea. 

 

In the bathyal zone photosynthesis cannot occur because light 
does not penetrate that deep. 
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45. Bauhaus I�@ONBAUNB`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally German word. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or influenced by a school of design in Weimar, 
Germany, founded in 1919 and noted for its association with 
functional architecture, abstract art, innovation in the use of 
building materials, and the absence of applied ornament in 
design. 

 

The area’s newest ski lodge features Bauhaus architecture and 
furnishings. 
 

46. bdelloid I�@QRAY<VQ�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

like or relating to a leech. 

 

Lamprey eels are bdelloid sea creatures with suctorial mouths 
and numerous small teeth. 
 

47. beccafico I�AORX2@S4�A�X=�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any of various European songbirds esteemed as a table delicacy 
when fat on fruit and grains in autumn. 

 

The beccafico is said to be a glutton for figs. 
 

48. beelzebub I�O4@RYg2AO2O�I�
�

H�I�@O4Yg2AO2O��@ORYg2AO2O�I�J�

This word is from Hebrew. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a devil. 

 

When the police appeared, the thieves left all their loot behind 
and ran as though a beelzebub were after them. 
 

49. Beethovenian I�AO0Aa=@c4[42[�I�
�

H�I�AO0Aa=@c4[f2[�I�J�

This word is from a German name plus an English combining 
form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or characteristic of Ludwig van Beethoven or his 
musical style or works. 

 

The opening movement of Hubert’s new symphony is clearly 
Beethovenian in style. 
 

50. belemnoid I�@ORY2ZA[<VQ�I�
�

H�I�O1@YRZA[<VQ�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

shaped like a dart. 

 

The museum’s collection included belemnoid carvings of 
unknown origin. 
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51. Belgravia I�ORY@T_0c42�I�
�

H�I�ORY@T_0cf2�I�J�

This word is from the name of an English residential section. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a fashionable residential section. 

 

The debutante ball was held at a private home in the heart of 
the city’s Belgravia. 
 

52. belomancy I�@ORY2AZN[�a�`4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

divination by drawing arrows at random from a container. 

 

Sandra, practicing belomancy, randomly drew numbered 
arrows from a basket to determine her lottery numbers. 
 

53. bethesda I�O1@aURgQ2�I�
�

H�I�OR@aURgQ2�I�J�

This word is from a Greek biblical geographical name. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a hallowed place : a chapel. 

 

Dorcinda attended services at the bethesda. 
 

54. beurre I�@O2_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

butter. 

 

Beurre noir is a browned butter sauce seasoned with vinegar 
and parsley. 
 

55. binturong I�OV[@aCA_<;�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Malay. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an Asian prehensile-tailed catlike carnivorous mammal. 

 

The muscular prehensile tail of the binturong is used to grasp 
branches while its forelimbs pull fruiting branches to its mouth. 
 

56. bioacoustics I�AO6�A�=2@XC`aVX`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'��
I�AO6�A�=2@XfC`aVX`�I�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(a plural noun) 

 

a branch of science that deals with the relation between living 
beings and sound. 

 

A professor of bioacoustics is doing research on how marine 
mammals hear. 
 

57. bituminous I�O6@afCZ1[2`�I�
�

H�I�O6@aCZ1[2`��O1@afCZ1[2`�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

impregnated with, infiltrated by, or containing soft coal. 

 

While doing research for her report on the Industrial 
Revolution, Hayley learned of the many uses for bituminous 
coal. 
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58. biunguiculate I�AO6A2;@TdVXf2Y1a�I�
�

H�I�AO6A2;@TdVXf2AY0a�I�J�

This word consists of two Latin elements. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of or having a double claw. 

 

The legs of some crustaceans are biunguiculate. 
 

59. blanquette I�OY/:XRa�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word went from Germanic through Old Provençal to 
French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a light meat (as veal or breast of chicken) in a white sauce. 

 

After the play, Grandmother took us to a French restaurant, 
where we sampled a blanquette of veal from the buffet. 
 

60. blottesque I�OY/@aR`X�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word probably went from Germanic to 
French to English and the second part is a French combining 
form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

painted with heavy touches or brushwork that resembles spots. 

 

Jeremy thought the painter’s blottesque canvases were too 
childish to be interesting. 
 

61. blouson I�@OYNBAg/[�I�
�

H�I�@OYNBA`/[��@OYNB`3[��@OYCAg/[�I�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a garment having a close waistband with material falling over it 
in loose folds. 

 

Serena wore a white blouson and long black skirt to the 
audition for “Hedda Gabler.” 
 

62. bonspiel I�@O/[A`]4Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a perhaps Dutch word plus a Dutch word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a match or tournament between curling clubs. 

 

The Calgary curling club hosted a two-day bonspiel that 
brought to its city the clubs from Vancouver, Montreal, Toronto, 
and Halifax. 
 

63. botryoidal I�AO/a_4@<VQ3Y�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

having the form of a bunch of grapes. 

 

Minerals presenting an aggregation of large sections of small 
globes are called “botryoidal.” 
 

64. Botticellian I�AO/G1@PURY42[�I�
�

H�I�AO/G1@PURYf2[�I�J�

This word is from an Italian name. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or having the characteristics of the painter 
Botticelli or his work. 

 

In the portrait Denise wears a radiant Botticellian smile. 
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65. bouchon I�OC@`U/[�I�
�

H�I�OC@`U=:�I�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a bushing pressed into a bridge or plate of a timepiece. 

 

The only thing wrong with Adam’s pocket watch was a broken 
bouchon. 
 

66. boulevardier I�AOCYAc/_Q@f0�I�
�

H�I�AOBY2Ac/_@QV_�I�J�

This word is from French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a sophisticated man of fashion. 

 

The boulevardier subscribed to multiple men’s fashion 
magazines to stay ahead of the trends. 
 

67. branchiferous I�O_N;@XVS2_2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of Greek and Latin elements. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

furnished with gills. 

 

The students studied the snail as an example of a branchiferous 
gastropod. 
 

68. brankursine I�O_N;@X2_`3[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a prickly European herb having rough, fuzzy leaves. 

 

The brankursine has ornamental value because of its claw-
shaped leaves. 
 

69. breviloquence I�O_R@cVY2Xd2[�a�`�I�
�

H�I�O_2@cVY2Xd2[�a�`�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

shortness or briefness of speaking. 

 

For their banquet, the committee recommended a speaker noted 
for his breviloquence. 
 

70. brilliantine I�@O_VYf2[Aa4[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Latin word that became Italian and then 
French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a usually colored and perfumed dressing for making hair glossy. 

 

As he gazed at the old photograph of a barbershop, Jamie could 
almost smell the brilliantine. 
 

71. brodequin I�@O_=Q2X1[�I�
�

H�I�@O_/Q2X1[�I�J�

This word is from a French word of non-Indo-European origin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a high shoe once worn by women. 

 

A brodequin extended about halfway up the wearer’s calf. 
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72. brouhaha I�@O_CU/AU/�I�
�

H�I�O_C@U/AU/�I�J�

This word is from French, which possibly formed it from a 
Hebrew word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

publicity, attention, or excitement far beyond the merits or 
importance of its cause. 

 

Sean dropped his tray in the cafeteria, causing quite a 
brouhaha. 
 

73. brucellosis I�AO_C`2@Y=`1`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an English name plus a Latin combining 
form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a disease of humans that is characterized by extreme exhaustion 
and generalized aches and pains and acquired through direct 
contact with infected animals or animal products or from the 
consumption of milk, dairy products, or meat from infected 
animals. 

 

An outbreak of brucellosis forced the sausage factory to shut 
down. 
 

74. bruisewort I�@O_CgAd2_a�I�
�

H�I�@O_CgAd<_a�I�J�

The first part of this word is from a Celtic-derived French word 
and an English word, and the second part is from an English 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any plant supposed to heal an injury, especially one produced 
by a blow or collision that does not break the surface it injures. 

 

The white or pink daisy is also known as a “bruisewort.” 
 

75. brume I�@O_CZ�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Old Provençal 
to French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

mist : fog. 

 

The ship’s foghorn blared through the drifting brume. 
 

76. bruschetta I�O_C@`URG2�I�
�

H�I�O_C@`XRG2�I�J�

This word is from Italian. 

 

(a noun) 

 

thick slices of bread grilled, rubbed with garlic, drizzled with 
olive oil, often topped with tomatoes and herbs, and usually 
served as an appetizer. 

 

Fabio likes to roast the tomatoes before adding them to the 
bruschetta. 
 

77. bullionist I�@OBYf2[1`a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is from a French word that then 
became English, and the second part is from an originally 
English word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an advocate of a metallic medium of exchange. 

 

The bullionist proposed a return to the gold standard. 
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78. bumptiously I�@O2Z]`U2`Y4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is imitative and the next parts are 
English combining forms. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

in a presumptuously, obtusely, and often noisily self-assertive 
manner. 

 

Paul began acting bumptiously as soon as he was elected class 
president. 
 

79. Bunyanesque I�AO2[f2@[R`X�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an American name. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of or befitting the tales of Paul Bunyan; especially : of 
fantastically large size. 

 

No amount of food can satisfy Raymond’s Bunyanesque 
appetite. 
 

80. cabaret I�AXNO2@_0�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from French.  
 

(a noun) 

 

a restaurant that provides entertainment, usually singing and 
dancing. 

 

Sheila’s training in tap dancing helped her get a job at the local 
cabaret. 
 

81. Cambodian I�XNZ@O=Q42[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an Asian geographical name. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the language of the Cambodians, which is of Mon-Khmer 
origin. 

 

Sunita surprised her boss when she volunteered to learn 
Cambodian for his research. 
 

82. campestral I�XNZ@]R`a_2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of or relating to fields or open country : rural. 

 

In his cramped urban office, Don dreamed of a peaceful, 
campestral retirement. 
 

83. capacious I�X2@]0`U2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

able to contain a great deal : affording much space. 

 

Dodie went to the beach carrying a capacious canvas bag. 
 

84. capitulate I�X2@]VPU2AY0a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a verb) 

 

surrender, often according to terms agreed on. 

 

Tony will capitulate to Sarah in arm-wrestling but insists that 
he is letting her win. 
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85. cecity I�@`4`2G4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin-derived French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

blindness. 

 

Cecity is one of the common complications of diabetes mellitus. 
 

86. cellulose I�@`RYf2AY=`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word was originally Latin and then became 
French, and the second part is an English combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any of several fibrous substances constituting the chief part of 
the cell walls of plants and of many fibrous products. 

 

Most household sponges are made of cellulose. 
 

87. cetology I�`4@a/Y2W4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word went from Greek to Latin, and the 
second part is from an originally Greek word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a branch of zoology dealing with the whales. 

 

Many renowned scientists in the field of cetology assembled in 
Japan to discuss recent beaching incidents. 
 

88. chalcopyrite I�AXNYX=@]6A_6a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word went from Greek to Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a bright brass-yellow mineral consisting of copper-iron sulfide 
that is one of the most important ores of copper. 

 

A Canadian mining company announced that it had uncovered 
extensive veins of chalcopyrite. 
 

89. champignon I�`UNZ@]V[f2[�I�
�

H�I�`UNZ@]4[f2[��PUNZ@]V[f2[���
`U/:]4[F=:�I�J�

This word is from French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an edible fungus; especially : the common meadow mushroom. 

 

Denise ordered a stuffed champignon as an appetizer. 
 

90. chresard I�@X_4A`/_Q�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the soil water available for plant growth. 

 

The seasonal pattern of a grassland chresard can largely 
determine what kind of grasses grow there. 
 

91. ciao I�@PUNB�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin 
word. 

 

(an interjection) 

 

—used conventionally as an utterance at meeting or parting. 

 

“Ciao!” called the waiter as he gave Sarah a menu. 
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92. clairaudient I�XYN_@<Q42[a�I�
�

H�I�XYN_@/Q42[a�I�J�

This word consists of two parts that both went from Latin to 
French. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or having the power of hearing something not 
present to the ear but regarded as having objective reality. 

 

The psychic claimed to be clairaudient and to have heard the 
voices of deceased relatives. 
 

93. clerihew I�@XYR_1AUfC�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an English name. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a light verse quatrain in lines usually of varying length, rhyming 
“aabb,” and making a statement usually concerning a person 
whose name typically supplies the initial rhyme. 

 

Gabriel wanted to write a clerihew about President Grover 
Cleveland but couldn’t think of a good rhyme. 
 

94. coadjutor I�AX=2@WCG2_�I�
�

H�I�X=@NW2G2_�I�J�

This word is from a Latin word that became French and then 
English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

one who works together with another usually in a somewhat 
subordinate position : an assistant. 

 

Offended by being called a “lackey,” Marcus prefers to be 
called a “coadjutor.” 
 

95. coffret I�@X<S_1a�I�
�

H�I�@X/S_1a�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin to 
French plus a French combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a small chest or box. 

 

At the bottom of the hole lay a large locked coffret, but no key. 
 

96. condescension I�AX/[Q1@`R[PU2[�I�
�

H�I�AX/[Q4@`R[PU2[�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an act or instance of assuming an air of superiority (as to one 
inferior or less fortunate). 

 

With dry condescension Mr. Blain describes the natives as 
“primitive” and “uncivilized.” 
 

97. conniption I�X2@[V]`U2[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is of unknown origin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a fit of rage, hysteria, or alarm. 

 

Dad had a conniption when he discovered that someone had 
stolen the radio from his car. 
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98. coralline I�@X<_2AY6[�I�
�

H�I�@X/_2AY6[��@X<_2Y1[�I�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin and then French before becoming English. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

like coral in color or form : of the color coral red or coral. 

 

A coralline rock washed ashore and caught Georgette’s eye. 
 

99. corrigenda I�AX<_2@WR[Q2�I�
�

H�I�AX/_2@WR[Q2�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a plural noun) 

 

lists of errors in a printed work, with corrections. 

 

Readers of the news magazines were delighted when the editors 
decided that the corrigenda should be more prominently placed. 
 

100. coterie I�@X=G2_4�I�
�

H[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�(��I�@X/G2_4�I�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an intimate often exclusive group of persons having a binding 
common interest or purpose : a clique. 

 

Justine and her coterie arrived fashionably late for the gallery 
opening. 
 

101. crambo I�@X_NZ�A�O=�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

ineffectual, silly, or second-rate rhyme or rhyming. 

 

The street poet made a meager living reciting his crambo. 
 

102. crocuses I�@X_=X2`1g�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Originally from Semitic, this word went through Greek and 
Latin before becoming English. 
 

(a plural noun) 

 

bulbs, plants, or flowers of a large genus of perennial herbs 
widely cultivated for their solitary long-tubed flowers. 

 

Crocuses were peeking through the snow in the Goulds’ yard. 
 

103. cubit I�@XfCO1a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any of various ancient units of length based on the length of the 
forearm from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger and 
usually equal to about 18 inches. 

 

Helen couldn’t understand why more things weren’t measured 
by the cubit, since it was a readily available measure. 
 

104. cyanosis I�A`62@[=`1`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a bluish or purplish discoloration (as of skin) due to deficient 
oxygenation of the blood. 

 

Cyanosis may result from pneumonia, asphyxiation, heart 
failure, or heart anomalies. 
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105. cyathiform I�`6@NaU2AS<_Z�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of a Greek part plus a Latin part. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

shaped like a cup. 

 

The gardener pointed out the cyathiform blossoms that were 
just beginning to open. 
 

106. dactylogram I�QNX@aVY2AT_NZ�I�
�

H�I�@QNXa2Y=AT_NZ�I�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an impression taken from a finger : a fingerprint. 

 

Calvin used a magnifying glass to examine the loops and whorls 
in a dactylogram of his index finger. 
 

107. debenture I�Q1@OR[PU2_�I�
�

H�I�Q4@OR[PU2_�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a writing or certificate signed by a public officer as evidence of 
a debt or of a right to demand or receive a sum of money. 

 

Uncle John treasures the debenture issued by the Confederate 
government, even though it is actually worthless. 
 

108. decastich I�@QRX2A`aVX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of Greek elements. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a poem or stanza of ten lines. 

 

The English teacher challenged the class to compose a 
decastich in one class period. 
 

109. decongestant I�AQ4X2[@WR`a2[a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from four originally Latin elements. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an agent that relieves an overaccumulation of blood in the blood 
vessels of an organ or part. 

 

A nasal decongestant constricts blood vessels and increases 
airflow, enabling patients with a stuffy nose to breathe more 
easily. 
 

110. defamation I�AQRS2@Z0`U2[�I�
�

H�I�AQRS3Z@0`U2[�I�J�

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the act of harming another’s reputation by any slanderous 
communication. 

 

The corporation sued the journalist for defamation, claiming 
lost business as a result of his article. 
 

111. degenerative I�Q1@WR[2A_0GVc�I�
�

H�I�Q4@WR[2A_0GVc�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

undergoing progressive deterioration. 

 

Certain medications have shown promise in improving the 
degenerative conditions caused by Alzheimer’s disease. 
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112. deglaciation I�AQ4ATY0`U4@0`U2[�I�
�

H�I�AQ4ATY0`4@0`U2[�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the process whereby a glacier or ice sheet shrinks to 
disappearance. 

 

The deglaciation period at the end of the Ice Age lasted for 
several years. 
 

113. delectus I�Q1@YRXa2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a book of selected passages especially for learners of Latin or 
Greek. 

 

The students took turns reading aloud from the delectus. 
 

114. dervish I�@Q2_cV`U�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Persian to Turkish. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a member of any Muslim religious fraternity of monks or 
mendicants noted for its forms of devotional exercises (as group 
repetition of religious formulas or concerted bodily movements 
often leading to a kind of trance or ecstasy). 

 

The dancing dervish moved from side to side as he chanted his 
prayers. 
 

115. diabetic I�AQ62@ORGVX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

afflicted with a disorder of the pituitary gland characterized by 
intense thirst or a disorder of metabolism involving inadequate 
secretion or utilization of insulin. 

 

Frieda’s diabetic friend Ellie gave Frieda a crash-course in her 
dietary needs before going on vacation with her. 
 

116. disavowed I�AQV`2@cNBQ�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Originally Latin, this word went through French before 
becoming English. 

 

(a verb) 

 

denied responsibility for, approval of, or validity of : disowned. 

 

Although the manager disavowed the illegal actions of his 
subordinates, he was held responsible and was fired. 
 

117. discigerous I�QV@`VW2_2`�I�
�

H�I�QV@`XVW2_2`�I�J�

This word is formed from two Latin elements plus an English 
combining form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

having a rounded and flattened structure. 

 

A characteristic of conifers is their discigerous woody tissue. 
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118. discrepate I�@QV`X_2A]0a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a verb) 

 

discriminate : distinguish. 

 

Babies do not discrepate between colors well until they are 
several months old. 
 

119. discrete I�Q2@`X_4a�I�
�

H�I�QV@`X_4a�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

possessed of definite identity or individuality : separate. 

 

As one of six siblings, Emily sometimes finds it difficult to 
establish a discrete identity at school. 
 

120. disparity I�Q1@`]N_2G4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

marked difference (as in age, rank, grade, condition, quantity, 
quality, or kind). 

 

The disparity between Ceci’s ability and her performance on 
tests is huge. 
 

121. docilely I�@Q/`1Y4�I�
�

H�I�@Q/A`VYY4��@Q/A`6YY4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

in an obedient or submissive manner. 

 

Greg’s pet dog docilely follows his every command. 
 

122. dowager I�@QNB1W2_�I�
�

H�I�@QNB4W2_�I�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an elderly woman of imposing appearance or dominant 
personality; often : one of the elder women of assured position 
who tend to set the tone of an assembly, social group, or 
community. 

 

Great-Aunt Georgine is the dowager of the Arts Council. 
 

123. dubiously I�@QCO42`Y4�I�
�

H�I�@QfCO42`Y4�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

in a manner expressive of doubt, hesitation, or suspicion. 

 

“Are you sure the shot won’t hurt?” Sarah dubiously asked the 
doctor. 
 

124. dudgeon I�@Q2W2[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is of unknown origin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

aggrieved or angered feeling : ill humor. 

 

Fuming at the insult, Carl stalked off in high dudgeon. 
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125. dynagraph I�@Q6[2AT_NS�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an apparatus in a railroad car for recording the condition of a 
line of track, the resistance of a train, its speed, and other 
features of its performance. 

 

The model train had a small dynagraph in the engine car. 
 

126. dysbarism I�@QV`O2A_Vg2Z�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two Greek parts plus an English 
combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the complex of symptoms (as aeroembolism, headache, or 
mental disturbance) that accompanies exposure to excessively 
low or rapidly changing environmental air pressure. 

 

Dysbarism can occur in deep-sea divers if they pass too quickly 
from the high pressure in which they have been working to the 
ordinary pressure of the atmosphere. 
 

127. eatage I�@4GVW�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is originally English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

right of using grassland for pasturage. 

 

Mr. Bosco granted eatage to his farmer neighbor, Mr. Voss. 
 

128. Ebenezer I�ARO2@[4g2_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Hebrew. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a commemoration of divine assistance. 

 

The city swimming pool is a local millionaire’s Ebenezer, 
celebrating his recovery from a childhood bout of polio. 
 

129. eccrinology I�ARX_1@[/Y2W4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two parts, both of which went from Greek 
to French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a branch of physiology that deals with secretion and secretory 
organs. 

 

Edie looked up information about the sweat gland in a textbook 
on eccrinology. 
 

130. edifice I�@RQ2S1`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a building; especially : a large or massive structure (as a church 
or government building). 

 

In Amy’s opinion, the National Cathedral is the most beautiful 
edifice in our nation’s capital. 
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131. eeriness I�@V_4[1`�I�
�

H�I�@V_V[1`�I�J�

This word is originally English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the quality or state of being unusual or unnatural to such a 
degree as to inspire fear. 

 

The abandoned mansion’s eeriness sent a shiver down 
Joachim’s spine. 
 

132. effigy I�@RS2W4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a full or partial representation especially of a person. 

 

Andy felt a chill when he spotted the effigy of his ancestor in the 
cathedral crypt. 
 

133. egocentric I�A4T=@`R[a_VX�I�
�

H�I�ART=@`R[a_VX�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is from an originally Greek word that became 
English. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

tending to self-assertion or self-satisfaction : selfish. 

 

Dillard’s friends claimed there was not an egocentric bone in 
his body. 
 

134. einsteinium I�@6[gAa6[42Z�I�
�

H�I�@6[A`a6[42Z�I�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'��

I�@6[A`Ua6[42Z�I�J�

This word is from a German name plus a Latin combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a radioactive element artificially produced (as by bombardment 
of plutonium with neutrons). 

 

The element einsteinium was discovered in debris from the 
1952 hydrogen bomb explosion. 
 

135. ekistics I�1@XV`aVX`�I�
�

H�I�4@XV`aVX`�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a plural noun) 

 

a science dealing with human settlements and drawing on the 
research and experience of professionals in various fields (as 
architecture, engineering, city planning, and sociology). 

 

Dora’s degree in sociology aided her in her study of ekistics. 
 

136. eland I�@4Y2[Q�I�
�

H�I�@4AYN[Q�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Lithuanian to German 
to Dutch to Afrikaans. 

 

(a noun) 

 

either of two large African antelopes of which both male and 
female have short spirally twisted horns. 

 

In some areas of Tanzania the eland has been domesticated for 
use as a draft animal on farms. 
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137. emanant I�@RZ2[2[a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

issuing or flowing forth : emerging from or as if from a source. 

 

In June, visitors to the arboretum can smell the emanant 
fragrance of thousands of roses. 
 

138. embellish I�1Z@ORYV`U�I�
�

H�I�RZ@ORYV`U�I�J�

This word is from a French word that then became English. 

 

(a verb) 

 

enhance, amplify, or garnish (an account) by elaboration with 
inessential but decorative or fanciful details. 

 

Ivan is one of those storytellers who embellish their stories a 
little differently each time they tell them. 
 

139. emblema I�RZ@OY4Z2�I�
�

H�I�RZ@OY0Z2��RZ@OYRZ2�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a featured picture or ornament in mosaic work used frequently 
by the ancients for decorating pavement or wall. 

 

Each wall of the ancient bath had an emblema in its center 
panel. 
 

140. embroider I�RZ@O_<VQ2_�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word that then became English. 

 

(a verb) 

 

ornament with needlework. 

 

Emma will embroider flowers on the pocket of the apron she 
made in sewing class. 
 

141. epaxial I�R@]NX`42Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

located above or on the dorsal side of a straight line with respect 
to which a body, figure, or system of points is either radially or 
bilaterally symmetrical. 

 

The epaxial muscles along the human spine are relatively large. 
 

142. epenthesis I�1@]R[�a�aU2`1`�I�
�

H�I�R@]R[�a�aU2`1`�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the occurrence of an intercalated consonant or vowel in a 
succession of speech sounds without a counterpart in etymon or 
in orthography. 

 

Because the “b” in the word “nimble” arose from epenthesis 
and not from historical or etymological reasons, it was not part 
of the original spelling of the word in Middle English. 
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143. equilibrium I�A4Xd2@YVO_42Z�I�
�

H�I�ARXd2@YVO_42Z�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a state of dynamic balance attained in a reversible chemical 
reaction when the velocities in both directions are equal. 

 

After she injected a flask of colorless nitrogen dioxide with a 
brown dinitrogen tetroxide, Margie observed that equilibrium 
was reached when the gas in the flask stopped becoming 
browner. 
 

144. equipoise I�@RXd2A]<Vg�I�
�

H�I�@4Xd2A]<Vg�I�J�

This word consists of a Latin part plus a part that went from 
Latin to French. 

 

(a verb) 

 

put or hold in a state of equilibrium or balance. 

 

Todd is confident that his efforts will equipoise the opposing 
interests of the two groups. 
 

145. escabeche I�AR`X2@O0PU0�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Probably originally Arabic, this word was from Spanish before 
being adopted by English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

fish or chicken fried in oil then marinated in a spicy sauce and 
served cold. 

 

Elena’s recipe for escabeche came from her mother’s favorite 
Spanish cookbook. 
 

146. eschewal I�1`@PUC2Y�I�
�

H�I�1`U@PUC2Y��R`@PUC2Y�I�J�

This word is from an originally Germanic word that became 
French before becoming English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

shunning : avoidance. 

 

Peter’s eschewal of anything containing peanuts or peanut oil 
is a matter of life and death. 
 

147. essayist I�@RA`01`a�I�
�

H�I�@R`41`a��R@`01`a�I�J�

This word is from an originally Latin word that then became 
French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a writer of analytic, interpretative, or critical literary 
compositions. 

 

Both teachers of Bert’s combined-studies class name Ralph 
Waldo Emerson as their favorite essayist. 
 

148. étagère I�A0Aa/@gUR_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of a part that went from Latin to French plus 
a French combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a cabinet consisting of a tier of open shelves. 

 

Karen decided that an étagère would be a practical addition to 
her kitchen. 
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149. ethanol I�@R72A[<Y�I�
�

H�I�@RaU2A[=Y�I�J�

This word is from International Scientific Vocabulary. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a colorless volatile flammable liquid formed by fermentation. 

 

Breath analyzers subject ethanol to an orange-yellow substance 
that changes into a green substance depending on how much 
ethanol is present. 
 

150. examen I�VT@g0Z1[�I�
�

H�I�RT@g0Z1[�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a critical study (as of a writer or a phenomenon). 

 

Vera’s research was a sound, brilliant examen of the most 
powerful English poet of the twentieth century. 
 

151. exaugural I�RX@`<Tf2_2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'�I�RX@`<T2_2Y�I�J�

This word consists of Latin elements. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

occurring at the close of a term of office. 

 

The president’s exaugural address recounted the important 
events of his administration. 
 

152. exponentially I�ARX`]2@[R[PU2Y4�I�
�

H�I�ARX`]=@[R[PU2Y4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

in a manner indicating variation in which one variable factor 
depends upon another variable factor, characterized by an 
extremely rapid increase (as in size or extent). 

 

For the past decade, sales of video games have been growing 
exponentially. 
 

153. exsculptate I�RX@`X2Y]Aa0a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of a Latin part plus an English combining 
form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

having variable and irregular depressed lines that resemble 
sculptured work. 

 

Neil used a magnifying glass to examine the exsculptate surface 
of the beetle’s body. 
 

154. facetiosity I�S2A`4`U4@/`2G4�I�
�

H�I�S2A`4`U4@/`2a4�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a quality or item that excites laughter. 

 

The facetiosity of Barney’s comments during the lecture 
resulted in a stern glare from the teacher. 
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155. facilely I�@SN`2Y�Y�4�I�
�

H�I�@SN`VY�Y�4��@SN`6YY4�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

in an easy manner : with ease or assurance. 

 

Andy sat down at the piano and played facilely through a book 
of show tunes. 
 

156. facticide I�@SNXa2A`6Q�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two Latin elements. 

 

(a noun) 

 

perversion of an assertion, a statement, or information 
containing or purporting to contain something having objective 
reality. 

 

Art thinks that politicians tend to commit facticide more often in 
an election year. 
 

157. facund I�@SNX2[Q�I�
�

H�I�S2@X2[Q�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

eloquent. 

 

The politician claims that her experience is unbeatable although 
she concedes that her opponent is more facund. 
 

158. febrility I�S1@O_VY2G4�I�
�

H�I�SR@O_VY2G4��S4@O_VY2G4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

feverishness. 

 

As her febrility increased, the patient became delirious. 
 

159. feliform I�@S4Y2AS<_Z�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Latin element plus a Latin-derived English 
combining form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

resembling a cat. 

 

Eric found a feliform drawing in a cave. 
 

160. ferrotype I�@SR_2Aa6]�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is from an originally Greek word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a positive photograph made by a collodion process on a thin 
iron plate and having a darkened surface. 

 

A nineteenth-century ferrotype depicting Supreme Court Justice 
Levi Woodbury sold at auction for $24,000. 
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161. fibrinogen I�S6@O_V[2W1[�I�
�

H�I�S6@O_V[2AWR[�I�J�

This word is from parts from Latin and International Scientific 
Vocabulary and Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a globulin that is produced in the liver and is converted into a 
protein during clotting of blood. 

 

Proteins in the blood include albumin, hemoglobin, and 
fibrinogen. 
 

162. fidgety I�@SVW1G4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is perhaps originally English. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

exhibiting nervous jumpy movements. 

 

After waiting in the doctor’s office for half an hour, Anna 
started getting fidgety. 
 

163. fimbrillate I�@SVZO_2AY0a�I�
�

H�I�SVZ@O_VY1a�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

bordered with a minute fringe. 

 

Deb examined the fimbrillate petals under the microscope. 
 

164. finnage I�@SV[VW�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of an English part and an English combining 
form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the whole set of a fish’s membranous processes that resemble a 
wing or a paddle and are used in propelling, balancing, or 
guiding the body. 

 

Many varieties of guppy have long finnage and short bodies. 
 

165. flabbergast I�@SYNO2_ATN`a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word’s origin is unknown. 

 

(a verb) 

 

overwhelm with shock, surprise, or wonder (as by extraordinary 
statements or unexpected news). 

 

Barb expected that the news of her election win would 
flabbergast her parents. 
 

166. flavedo I�SY2@c4�A�Q=�I�
�

H�I�SY0@c4�A�Q=�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the outer colored layer of the mesocarp of a citrus fruit. 

 

Orange oil is extracted from the flavedo of the orange. 
 

167. flexuosity I�ASYRX`U2@d/`2G4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the quality or state of lacking rigidity in structure or action. 

 

The flexuosity of softwoods prevents their use in some 
construction. 
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168. flooey I�@SYC4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is of unknown origin. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

awry — usually used in the phrase “go flooey.” 

 

Jason’s travel plans went flooey when he found out he had to 
attend summer school. 
 

169. folkloric I�@S=XAY=_VX�I�
�

H�I�@S=XAY<_VX�I�J�

This word consists of two originally English elements. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, resembling, or characteristic of traditional customs, beliefs, 
dances, songs, tales, or sayings preserved among a people or 
group. 

 

The Slovakian dance troupe performed a folkloric dance 
wearing colorful costumes. 
 

170. fomentation I�AS=Z2[@a0`U2[�I�
�

H�I�AS=AZR[@a0`U2[�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the act of instigating or inciting. 

 

The fomentation of revolution in colonial America took place 
over a number of years and involved many well-known men. 
 

171. foosball I�@SCgAO<Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is probably from a German word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a table game resembling soccer in which the ball is moved by 
manipulating rods to which small figures of players are attached 
— called also “table soccer. “ 

 

Kit and Cory enjoyed a game of foosball at the pizza parlor. 
 

172. forbearance I�S<_@OR_2[�a�`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is originally English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the exercise of patience or restraint. 

 

As the father of a two-year-old, Dan discovered reserves of 
forbearance that he never knew he had. 
 

173. fourberie I�ASB_O2@_4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

trickery : deception. 

 

The professional magician is a master of fourberie. 
 

174. fractal I�@S_NXa3Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any of various extremely irregular curves or shapes that repeat 
themselves at any scale on which they are examined and that are 
assigned fractional dimensions. 

 

Julia’s science project demonstrated that the shape of a 
snowflake is a fractal. 
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175. fuguist I�@SfCT1`a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

one who composes or performs fugues. 

 

As a fuguist, Johann Sebastian Bach has never been excelled. 
 

176. gadarene I�ATNQ2@_4[�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Palestinian geographical name. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

rushing precipitously forward : engaged in headlong flight. 

 

As the department store opened, a gadarene horde of shoppers 
rushed headlong to the sales tables. 
 

177. gadgeteer I�ATNW1@aV_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is of unknown origin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

one markedly fond of devising or employing small and often 
novel mechanical or electronic devices. 

 

Nicki’s grandfather is an accomplished gadgeteer who enjoys 
replicating antique wind-up toys. 
 

178. geanticline I�W4@N[a1AXY6[�I�
�

H�I�W4@N[�A�a6AXY6[��W4@N[�A�a4AXY6[�I�J�

This word consists of three Greek parts. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a great upward flexure of Earth’s crust. 

 

The guest speaker in the physical science class was a scientist 
whose special area of interest is the Rocky Mountain 
geanticline. 
 

179. geitonogamy I�AT6a3[@/T2Z4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

pollination of one flower by another growing on the same plant. 

 

Bees and other flying insects can promote geitonogamy in 
plants with many blossoms. 
 

180. gendarme I�@gU/[AQ/_Z�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'�I�@W/[AQ/_Z���

@WR[AQ/_Z�I�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a continental European police officer; especially : a French 
police officer. 

 

The gendarme asked the victim for a description of the mugger. 
 

181. gigot I�@WVT2a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a leg (as of lamb or mutton) especially when cooked. 

 

Marie praised the chef for cooking the gigot with exactly the 
right touch of garlic. 
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182. ginglymus I�@WV;TY1Z2`�I�
�

H�I�@TV;TY1Z2`�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a hinge joint allowing motion in one plane only. 

 

In anatomy class Jerry learned that the humerus and the ulna 
are connected by a ginglymus. 
 

183. gizzard I�@TVg2_Q�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is perhaps from an Iranian word that passed into 
Latin and then French and then became English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the muscular enlargement of the alimentary canal of birds that 
serves to grind the food, its muscular action being commonly 
assisted by gravel swallowed by the bird. 

 

Aunt Lena’s favorite part of the chicken is the gizzard. 
 

184. glaucomatous I�TY<@X=Z2G2`�I�
�

H�I�TYNB@X=Z2G2`��TY<@X/Z2G2`�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Greek word that 
passed into Latin, and the second part is an English combining 
form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or affected with a disease of the eye marked by 
increased pressure within the eyeball that damages the optic 
disk and results in gradual loss of vision and ultimate blindness. 

 

Some drugs have proven effective in preventing damage to the 
retina in glaucomatous eyes. 
 

185. glazier I�@TY0gU2_�I�
�

H�I�@TY0g42_�I�J�

This word is originally English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

one whose work is cutting and setting glass. 

 

Mom called a glazier who agreed to repair our broken window 
on Thursday. 
 

186. gobo I�@T=AO=�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is of unknown origin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a portable black cloth-covered screen used to shield a camera 
from unwanted light. 

 

Flora adjusted the gobo before the next take. 
 

187. grobian I�@T_=O42[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a German name. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a slovenly crude often buffoonish individual : a boor or a lout. 

 

Vicki knew better than to expect Prince Charming on her blind 
date, but she never envisioned a grobian. 
 

188. guariba I�Td2@_4O2�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Portuguese, which took it from Tupi. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a howler monkey. 

 

The guariba chattered angrily at the group of hikers. 
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189. guffaw I�T2@S<�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is an imitative word. 

 

(a verb) 

 

laugh noisily or coarsely. 

 

The comic hoped that the audience members would guffaw at 
his jokes, but they merely snickered. 
 

190. gurney I�@T2_[4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is probably from an American name. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a wheeled cot or stretcher. 

 

The gurney squeaked ominously as Haywood was wheeled into 
the operating room. 
 

191. gypsum I�@WV]`2Z�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally Semitic word that passed 
through Greek to Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

plasterboard. 

 

Kiki nailed a sheet of gypsum to the garage wall. 
 

192. habitable I�@UNO2G2O2Y�I�
�

H�I�@UNO2a2O2Y�I�J�

Originally Latin, this word went through French before 
becoming English. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

that may be dwelt in. 

 

Complete with shutters and carpet, Dale’s tree house made a 
habitable hideaway. 
 

193. hamartia I�AU/AZ/_@a42�I�
�

H�I�U2@Z/_G42�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a defect of character : error, guilt, or sin especially of the tragic 
hero in a literary work. 

 

Unrestrained ambition proved to be Macbeth’s hamartia. 
 

194. harfang I�@U/_ASN;�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a German-derived Swedish word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a snowy owl. 

 

Lemmings are a favorite meal of the harfang. 
 

195. hegemonic I�AURW2@Z/[VX�I�
�

H�I�AU4W2@Z/[VX�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or possessing preponderant influence or authority 
(as of a government or state). 

 

After the Peloponnesian War, Sparta became a hegemonic 
power among the Greek city-states. 
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196. heinousness I�@U0[2`[1`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(�
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'�I�@U4[2`[1`���

@U6[2`[1`�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Germanic word 
that became French before becoming English, and the rest 
consists of English combining forms. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the quality or state of being hatefully or shockingly evil. 

 

Even the police were appalled by the heinousness of the crime. 
 

197. heliacal I�U1@Y62X2Y�I�
�

H�I�U4@Y62X2Y��UR@Y62X2Y�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

relating to or near the Sun — used especially of the last setting 
of a star before and its first rising after invisibility due to 
conjunction with the Sun. 

 

The Egyptian rural year was determined by the heliacal rising 
of Sirius. 
 

198. heortology I�AU4A<_@a/Y2W4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a study of religious calendars; especially : a study of the history 
and the meaning of the seasons and festivals of the church year. 

 

Barbara’s thesis on medieval Italian heortology was published 
last year and received modest critical acclaim. 
 

199. hereditament I�AUR_2@QVG2Z2[a�I�
�

H�I�U1@_RQ1G2Z2[a�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any property that may descend to an heir. 

 

The town requires a list of every hereditament for the purpose 
of determining taxes. 
 

200. hermetic I�U2_@ZRGVX�I�
�

H�I�U2_@ZRaVX�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

impervious to air : airtight. 

 

The hermetic seal allowed a vacuum to be created in the jar. 
 

201. hibernaculum I�AU6O2_@[NXf2Y2Z�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a shelter that is occupied during the winter by a dormant insect 
or other animal and that usually has a characteristic structure for 
each species. 

 

Jewel Cave in South Dakota is an important hibernaculum for 
several species of bats. 
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202. hoax I�@U=X`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is probably from an English word that was probably 
influenced by Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an act intended to trick or dupe : a piece of trickery. 

 

Sarah forwarded the e-mail message, unaware she was 
participating in a hoax. 
 

203. Hooverville I�@UCc2_AcVY�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an American name plus an English 
combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a collection of ramshackle dwellings erected upon a dump or 
urban wasteland and occupied by dispossessed, unemployed, or 
migratory persons. 

 

The railroad police tried to shut down the Hooverville near the 
train tracks, but the residents successfully appealed to the city 
government. 
 

204. horologium I�AU<_2@Y=W42Z�I�
�

H�I�AU<_2@Y=W2Z�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an instrument (as a clock) for measuring time. 

 

A sundial was the ancient Egyptians’ horologium. 
 

205. humanitarian I��A�UfCAZN[2@aR_42[�I�
�

H�I��A�fCAZN[2@aR_42[���
�A�UfCAZN[2@a0_42[�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a person who is actively concerned in promoting human welfare 
and especially social reform. 

 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. will always be remembered as a 
great humanitarian. 
 

206. hyalithe I�@U62AYVaU�I�
�

H�I�@U62AY6aU�I�J�

This word is probably from a word formed in German from a 
Greek element plus a German combining form but was 
influenced by a Greek-derived English element. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an opaque glass that resembles porcelain and is sometimes used 
as a gemstone. 

 

Jill’s ring has a setting of tiny pearls surrounding an oval of 
pinkish hyalithe. 
 

207. Ibsenian I�VO@`4[42[�I�
�

H�I�VO@`R[42[��V]@`R[42[�I�J�

This word is from a Norwegian name. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or having the characteristics of the playwright 
Ibsen or his plays. 

 

The character of a strong-minded woman in a changing society 
is an Ibsenian trademark. 
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208. idiochromatic I�AVQ4=X_=@ZNGVX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

having a distinctive and constant coloration. 

 

Malachite and hematite are typical idiochromatic minerals. 
 

209. idiomatically I�AVQ42@ZNG1XY4�I�
�

H�I�AVQ42@ZNG1X2Y4�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

in a manner conforming to the language peculiar to a people or 
to a district, community, or class. 

 

The immigrant student quickly learned to speak English 
idiomatically. 
 

210. idlesse I�@6QY1`�I�
�

H�I�6Q@YR`�I�J�

This word consists of an English part and a French combining 
form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the quality or state of being unoccupied or unemployed. 

 

Edward looked forward to a summer of idlesse before starting 
college, but his father had other plans for him. 
 

211. ignoble I�VT@[=O2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

displaying or characterized by baseness or meanness : 
despicable. 

 

The senator changed his vote on the health bill for the ignoble 
purpose of protecting his stock investments. 
 

212. illusoriness I�1@YC`2_4[1`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Latin word plus an English combining 
form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the quality or state of being intellectually deceived or deluded or 
misled by others or by oneself either intentionally or 
unintentionally in such a way as to have false impressions or 
ideas. 

 

As the general learned of the routing of his troops, the 
illusoriness of victory quickly faded away. 
 

213. imago I�1@Z0�A�T=�I�
�

H�I�1@Z/�A�T=�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an insect in its final adult mature usually winged state. 

 

A butterfly has a caterpillar stage and a chrysalis stage before 
it emerges as an imago, or butterfly. 
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214. imperceptible I�AVZ]2_@`R]a2O2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

extremely slight, gradual, or subtle. 

 

Though the improvement in Sophie’s distance running is 
imperceptible day-to-day, the cumulative effect of her training 
is substantial. 
 

215. inaccurate I�V[@NXf2_1a�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

containing a mistake or error : incorrect : erroneous. 

 

Because the statistician’s records were frequently inaccurate, 
the baseball coach found another job for him. 
 

216. ingestible I�1[@WR`a2O2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

capable of being taken in for digestion. 

 

An increasing number of Americans are using food, dietary 
supplements, and other ingestible products to cure what ails 
them. 
 

217. innumerable I�1@[CZ2_2O2Y�I�
�

H�I�1@[fCZ2_2O2Y�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

too many to be numbered or counted. 

 

Katie’s seemingly innumerable chicken pox blisters slowly 
faded away. 
 

218. inordinate I�1@[<_Q3[1a�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

exceeding in amount, quantity, force, intensity, or scope the 
ordinary, reasonable, or prescribed limits. 

 

Andrew thought Amanda was taking an inordinate amount of 
time getting ready for her date. 
 

219. iridectomy I�AV_2@QRXa2Z4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two Greek parts plus an English 
combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the surgical removal of part of the iris of the eye. 

 

The patient’s glaucoma was effectively treated by laser 
iridectomy. 
 

220. irradiate I�1@_0Q4A0a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a verb) 

 

throw rays of light upon : shine upon. 

 

Like sunbeams, Cynthia’s beauty and charm irradiate the room 
with a mystical glow. 
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221. irretrievably I�AV_1@a_4c2OY4�I�
�

H�I�AV__4@a_4c2OY4�I�J�

Originally Latin, this word went through French before 
becoming English. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

to a degree or in a manner that is impossible to recoup, repair, 
or overcome. 

 

Environmentalists bemoan the irretrievably lost sections of the 
rain forest. 
 

222. italicization I�1AaNY2`1@g0`U2[�I�
�

H�I�1AaNY2A`6@g0`U2[�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin plus 
English combining forms. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the use of printed letters that slant upward toward the right. 

 

Italicization is used to set off words for emphasis. 
 

223. jackdaw I�@WNXAQ<�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an English name plus an originally English 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a common bird of Europe and parts of Asia that is closely 
related to but smaller than the common crow. 

 

The jackdaw can be taught to imitate human speech and is 
noted for thievish propensities. 
 

224. jambeau I�AWNZ@O=�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word that then became English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a piece of medieval plate armor for the lower leg. 

 

The knight staggered under a blow that left a groove across his 
jambeau. 
 

225. japery I�@W0]2_4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is originally English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

jesting talk : jokes. 

 

Tired of the disk jockey’s japery, Terry turned the radio off. 
 

226. jejunely I�W1@WC[Y4�I�
�

H�I�W4@WC[Y4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

in an immature or juvenile manner. 

 

Although the colors of the painting were unusual and bold, Sam 
guessed that the brushstrokes had been executed jejunely. 
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227. jettison I�@WRG2`2[�I�
�

H�I�@WRG2g2[�I�J�

Originally Latin, this word went through French before 
becoming English. 

 

(a verb) 

 

drop (as auxiliary equipment, bombs, cargo, or fuel) from an 
airplane in flight (as for lightening the load or providing greater 
safety). 

 

The captain explained that he would jettison the cargo if the 
plane kept losing altitude. 
 

228. jicama I�@U4X2Z2�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Nahuatl to Spanish. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a tall-climbing Mexican vine with showy flowers and a sweet 
watery root that is sometimes eaten raw or cooked. 

 

Suleika made a coleslaw of jicama and shredded carrot. 
 

229. jonquil I�@W/[Xd1Y�I�
�

H�I�@W/;Xd1Y��@W2[Xd1Y�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Spanish to 
French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a perennial bulbous herb native to southern Europe and northern 
Africa that has long slender leaves and is widely cultivated for 
its yellow or white clustered flowers which are smaller than 
those of typical daffodils and have the corona much shortened. 

 

A single jonquil in a bud vase adorned each table in the 
restaurant. 
 

230. kratogen I�@X_.G2W1[�I�
�

H�I�@X_.G2AWR[�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to German. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a region that has remained seismically undisturbed while an 
adjacent area has been affected by mountain-making 
movements. 

 

The kratogen of western Brazil has been stable throughout the 
continuing development of the eastern Andes. 
 

231. labefaction I�AYNO2@SNX`U2[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Latin part plus an English combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a weakening or impairment especially of moral principles or 
civil order : downfall : an overthrow. 

 

In the 1990s, the labefaction of communism spread quickly 
around Eastern Europe. 
 

232. labyrinthine I�AYNO2@_V[�a�aU1[�I�
�

H�I�AYNO2@_V[�a�AaU4[��AYNO2@_V[�a�AaU6[�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from probably Carian to 
Greek to Latin plus an English combining form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, like, or like that of a structure full of intricate passageways 
that make it difficult to find the way from the interior to the 
entrance or from the entrance to the center. 

 

Jill enjoyed exploring the labyrinthine alleyways of the 
medieval town. 
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233. lamentation I�AYNZ2[@a0`U2[�I�
�

H�I�AYNAZR[@a0`U2[�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the act of mourning vocally or bewailing : vocal expression of 
sorrow : a complaint. 

 

Carnie launched into a bitter lamentation over the way her 
mother had made her change her outfit before coming to school. 
 

234. lassitude I�@YN`2AaCQ�I�
�

H�I�@YN`2AafCQ�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a condition of weariness or debility : fatigue. 

 

Lassitude is a symptom of many tropical diseases. 
 

235. laterigrade I�@YNG2_2AT_0Q�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two Latin elements. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

running sidewise or characterized by such running. 

 

The laterigrade movements of the crab delighted the children on 
the beach. 
 

236. legato I�Y1@T/�A�a=�I�
�

H�I�Y0@T/�A�a=�I�J�

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin 
word. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

in a manner that is smooth and connected between successive 
tones. 

 

The opposite of legato in musical direction is staccato. 
 

237. levanter I�Y1@cN[a2_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word that 
went through French before becoming English, and the second 
part is an English combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a strong easterly Mediterranean wind. 

 

When the levanter hits the Rock of Gibraltar, it soars up 1,400 
feet and its vapor becomes a dense, white cloud. 
 

238. liquesce I�YV@XdR`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a verb) 

 

become extremely fluid without being gaseous so as to flow 
freely typically in the manner of water. 

 

The children will be carefully watching as the ice sculptures 
liquesce in the afternoon sun. 
 

239. litiscontestation I�AY6G1`AX/[a1@`a0`U2[�I�
�

H�I�AY6G1`AX/[�A�aR@`a0`U2[�I�J�

This word is from a Latin word that became French and then 
English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the statement or pleading by which a party disputes a suit. 

 

Miss Hawthorne filed a litiscontestation with the court when 
she was sued by her accountant for unpaid fees. 
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240. lozenge I�@Y/g3[W�I�
�

H�I�@Y/g1[W��@Y<g3[W��@Y/`3[W�I�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a small flat diamond-shaped medicated candy; especially : one 
variously flavored and sometimes medicated. 

 

Rick popped a cherry-flavored lozenge in his mouth to soothe 
his sore throat. 
 

241. lucarne I�YC@X/_[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Old Frankish to 
French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the window in a usually gabled extension of an attic room 
through a sloping roof to allow for a vertical window opening 
into the room. 

 

Violette waved to her father before closing the lucarne. 
 

242. lupine I�@YCA]6[�I�
�

H�I�@YC]1[�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to English. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or resembling a wolf. 

 

Little Red Riding Hood should have known right away that the 
lupine creature in her grandmother’s bed was not really her 
grandmother. 
 

243. luthier I�@YCG42_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Originally Arabic, this word passed through Old Provençal and 
then French before becoming English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a maker of stringed instruments. 

 

The luthier gave Dolores a choice of inlay patterns for her new 
guitar. 
 

244. machicotage I�AZN`U1X=@a/gU�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word has a part from a French name plus a French 
combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the embellishment of the solo part of plainsong by the insertion 
of ornaments between the authentic tones. 

 

The soprano impressed the audience with her virtuosic 
machicotage. 
 

245. manipulative I�Z2@[V]f2Y2GVc�I�
�

H�I�Z2@[V]f2AY0GVc�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is a Latin-derived English combining form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or performed by the act of handling with the 
hands or mechanical means. 

 

Leonard is learning the manipulative techniques of playing the 
violin. 
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246. maxillae I�ZNX@`VAY4�I�
�

H�I�ZNX@`VAY6�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a plural noun) 

 

the mouthparts posterior to the mandibles in insects. 

 

In most insects the pair of maxillae is used to manipulate the 
food. 
 

247. maxim I�@ZNX`1Z�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a saying of proverbial nature. 

 

“The early bird gets the worm” is Toni’s favorite maxim. 
 

248. meiosis I�Z6@=`1`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the sequence of complex nuclear changes resulting in the 
production of cells with half the number of chromosomes 
present in the original cell. 

 

Meiosis is one of two main mechanisms for cell reproduction. 
 

249. melee I�@Z0�A�Y0�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'�I�ZR@Y0�I�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a fight or contest between individuals mingled in a confused 
mass : a confused struggle. 

 

The soccer match turned into a melee after angry fans stormed 
the field. 
 

250. melodrama I�@ZRY2AQ_/Z2�I�
�

H�I�@ZRY2AQ_NZ2�I�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin and then French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

something resembling a play characterized by extravagant 
theatricality, subordination of characterization to plot, and 
predominance of physical action. 

 

George was put off by the opera’s melodrama but enthralled by 
the beauty of the music. 
 

251. merganser I��A�Z2_@TN[�a�`2_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any of various fish-eating diving ducks with a slender bill 
hooked at the end and serrated along the margins and usually a 
crested head, a long broad tail, and short somewhat clumsy 
wings. 

 

The hooded merganser nests in holes in trees near the ponds 
where it finds its food. 
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252. Michaelmas I�@ZVX2YZ2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a biblical name plus a Latin-derived English 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the feast of the archangel Michael that is a church festival 
celebrated on September 29. 

 

Fall arrived so early that the tomatoes in Phyllis’s garden were 
gone by Michaelmas. 
 

253. mittimus I�@ZVG2Z2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a warrant committing the person specified to prison. 

 

In some states no person can be committed to a correctional 
facility without a mittimus from a judge. 
 

254. mobiliary I�Z=@OVY4AR_4�I�
�

H�I�Z=@OVYf2_4�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to French. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of or relating to household furniture. 

 

Harry computed the cost of having his mobiliary effects moved 
versus the cost of simply buying new ones for his new home. 
 

255. mortadella I�AZ<_G2@QRY2�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin 
word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a sausage made of chopped beef and pork seasoned with pepper 
and garlic, stuffed into large casings, cooked, and smoked. 

 

Barbara made a sandwich of Italian bread, provolone cheese, 
and sliced mortadella. 
 

256. mosquitoey I�Z2@`X4G=4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of a word that went from Latin to Spanish 
plus an English combining form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

full of any of numerous two-winged flies that have a rather 
narrow abdomen and usually a long slender rigid proboscis that 
contains a set of needlelike organs with which they puncture the 
skin of animals to suck the blood. 

 

Dale pitched his tent on the hill above the mosquitoey swamp. 
 

257. mossery I�@Z<`2_4�I�
�

H�I�@Z/`2_4�I�J�

This word consists of English elements. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a place where plants of the class Musci are grown. 

 

Eustace constructed a mossery out of slats of old wood. 
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258. moussaka I�ZC@`/X2�I�
�

H�I�@ZCA`/X2��AZC`/@X/�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Turkish to Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a dish of ground meat (as lamb) and sliced eggplant or potatoes 
often topped with a seasoned sauce. 

 

Dimitri’s restaurant serves the best moussaka in the area. 
 

259. mussitation I�AZ2`2@a0`U2[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

movement of the lips as if in speech but without accompanying 
sound. 

 

The cameras picked up the speller’s mussitation as she 
pondered the word. 
 

260. mycology I�Z6@X/Y2W4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a branch of the science of plant life dealing with fungi. 

 

Dana’s neighbor has studied mycology and probably knows the 
name of the fungus that is killing her flowers. 
 

261. myocarditis I�AZ62AX/_@Q6G1`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

inflammation of the middle muscular layer of the heart wall. 

 

A severe case of myocarditis could result in heart failure. 
 

262. naphthalene I�@[NSaU2AY4[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'�I�@[N]aU2AY4[�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Iranian to Greek to 
Latin plus a Latin element that became an English combining 
form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a crystalline aromatic hydrocarbon that has a characteristic odor, 
that is the most abundant component of coal tar, and that is used 
chiefly as a raw material in organic syntheses and as a fumigant 
(as in moth balls). 

 

Based on inhalation studies in rats, naphthalene is considered 
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to be a 
carcinogenic compound. 
 

263. neuropathy I�[C@_/]2aU4�I�
�

H�I�[fC@_/]2aU4�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to International 
Scientific Vocabulary. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any of various abnormal states of the nervous system or nerves 
especially when involving degenerative changes. 

 

Neuropathy can lead to numbness and weakness of the hands, 
feet, or limbs. 
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264. nocake I�@[=AX0X�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is of Algonquian origin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

Indian corn parched and pounded into a powder. 

 

Nocake was a convenient food for traveling because it was light 
and dry. 
 

265. noctilucous I�A[/Xa2@YCX2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

shining at night : phosphorescent. 

 

The noctilucous algae turned the stream into a shining path 
through the trees. 
 

266. nomenclative I�@[=Z2[AXY0GVc�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of a Latin part plus an English combining 
form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of or relating to a name or the act of naming. 

 

The nomenclative efforts of Carl von Linné earned him a 
reputation as “the father of modern taxonomy.” 

267. nonplus I�[/[@]Y2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a verb) 

 

cause to be at a loss as to what to say, think, or do. 

 

Vince is confident that his aggressive interviewing technique 
will nonplus inexperienced candidates. 
 

268. nubuck I�@[CAO2X�I�
�

H�I�@[fCAO2X�I�J�

This word is perhaps from two English words. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a soft sueded leather. 

 

Nubuck has a feel similar to that of suede but is more durable. 
 

269. nymphal I�@[VZ�]�S2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or being an insect in the late larval stage of 
development. 

 

The spinose ear tick attaches inside an animal’s ear during the 
parasitic larval and nymphal stages. 
 

270. obedientiary I�=AO4Q4@R[PU2_4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

one of the minor officials in a medieval monastery appointed by 
the abbot. 

 

The powerful prelate began his career as an obedientiary at a 
small monastery in the countryside. 
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271. Occident I�@/X`2Q2[a�I�
�

H�I�@/X`2AQR[a�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

regions or countries lying to the west of a specified or implied 
point of orientation. 

 

The term “Occident” is usually used in opposition to the term 
“Orient.” 
 

272. odiferous I�=@QVS2_2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to English. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

having a strong gamy often acrid smell. 

 

Mahmoud stood in a doorway as the long, odiferous line of 
camels passed by. 
 

273. odograph I�@=Q2AT_NS�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an instrument for automatically plotting the course and distance 
traveled by a vehicle. 

 

Now that Carlos has a car equipped with a Global Positioning 
System receiver, an odograph is the logical next step. 
 

274. ogival I�=@W6c2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word came from possibly Latin through French to English. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or having the form of the curve determining the 
shape of the head of modern pointed projectiles : bullet-shaped. 

 

Model rockets usually have ogival nose cones for optimum 
aerodynamics. 
 

275. oligarchic I�A/Y2@T/_XVX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, characteristic of, or supporting a group or 
organization that is controlled by a privileged few. 

 

A society dominated by large-scale oligarchic organizations 
eventually develops an oligarchic political regime. 
 

276. ombrology I�/Z@O_/Y2W4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a branch of meteorology that deals with rain. 

 

Phyllis has been interested in ombrology since second grade, 
when she visited a rain forest. 
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277. onerous I�@/[2_2`�I�
�

H�I�@=[2_2`�I�J�

Originally Latin, this word went through French before 
becoming English. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

that involves, imposes, or constitutes much oppressive or 
irksome work, effort, difficulty, or responsibility : burdensome. 

 

Ron grudgingly completed the onerous task of cutting and 
stacking the firewood. 
 

278. oolemma I�A=2@YRZ2�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a membrane surrounding an egg. 

 

The oolemma serves to protect the inner parts of an egg. 
 

279. oriel I�@=_42Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word went from Greek probably to Latin then French then 
English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a large bay window of semihexagonal or semisquare plan 
projecting from the face of a wall and supported by a corbel or 
bracket. 

 

Megan set her chair in the pleasantly sunny oriel and sat down 
to read. 
 

280. orthian I�@<_aU42[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of a Greek part plus an English combining 
form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

characterized by high pitch — used of a style of singing or a 
tune. 

 

The centaur played an orthian melody on his panpipe. 
 

281. ossuary I�@/`U2AdR_4�I�
�

H�I�@/`f2AdR_4��@/`2AdR_4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a depository (as a vault, room, urn) for the bones of the dead. 

 

Zelda got the shivers as she explored the ossuary. 
 

282. ostreiform I�@/`a_42AS<_Z�I�
�

H�I�/@`a_42AS<_Z�I�J�

This word consists of two Latin elements. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

shaped like an oyster. 

 

The ostreiform shell of the ancient brachiopod 
“Gigantoproductus giganteus” was over four and a half feet in 
diameter. 
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283. oyez I�=@f0�I�
�

H�I�@=Af0��=@fR`��=@fRg�I�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a verb) 

 

-- used by criers of courts as a command to secure silence and 
attention before a proclamation. 

 

“Oyez, oyez, oyez!” yelled the crier as the judge entered the 
courtroom. 
 

284. parable I�@]N_2O2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin to 
French to English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a usually short fictitious story that illustrates a moral attitude or 
a religious principle. 

 

Ella’s Sunday school teacher begins every class with a parable. 
 

285. parochialism I�]2@_=X42AYVg2Z�I�
�

H�I�]2@_=Xf2AYVg2Z�I�J�

This word consists of a part that went from Latin to French to 
English plus an English combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

selfish pettiness or narrowness (as of interests, opinions, or 
views). 

 

The governor complained that there was too much short-sighted 
parochialism in the legislature. 
 

286. patently I�@]Na3[aY4�I�
�

H�I�@]0a3[aY4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

clearly : obviously : plainly. 

 

The marketing company was sued because some parts of its 
infomercial were patently untrue. 
 

287. peculate I�@]RXf2AY0a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a verb) 

 

steal or appropriate wrongfully to one’s own use : embezzle. 

 

The company informed its employees that if they peculate petty 
cash, they will be fired. 
 

288. pekoe I�@]4AX=�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'�I�@]RAX=�I�J�

This word is from a Chinese word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any tea of India or Sri Lanka made from leaves of 
approximately the same size obtained by screening fired tea. 

 

Rita offered Aunt Alice a cup of brewed pekoe. 
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289. pelycosaur I�@]RY2X=A`<_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any of an order of primitive Permian reptiles that resembled 
mammals and often had extreme development of the dorsal 
vertebral processes. 

 

The typical pelycosaur had a huge sail-like structure along its 
back. 
 

290. pembina I�]RZ@O4[2�I�
�

H�I�@]RZO2[2�I�J�

This word is from a French word that is perhaps a modified 
form of a Cree word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a shrub or tree of North America and Europe with prominently 
three-lobed leaves and red fruit — called also “highbush 
cranberry.” 

 

George planted a pembina in the front yard as a surprise for 
Clementine’s birthday. 
 

291. Pembroke I�@]RZAO_BX�I�
�

H�I�@]RZAO_=X�I�J�

This word is from a Welsh geographical name. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a Welsh corgi of a variety that is characterized by pointed erect 
ears, straight legs, and short tail. 

 

Although the legs of the Pembroke are short, it is a very 
effective herding dog. 
 

292. pessimum I�@]R`2Z2Z�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the least favorable environmental condition under which an 
organism can survive. 

 

The pessimum for many species of cockroach occurs at 
temperatures near the freezing point. 
 

293. phenology I�S1@[/Y2W4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a branch of science concerned with the relations between 
climate and periodic biological phenomena (as the migrations 
and breeding of birds or the flowering and fruiting of plants). 

 

Phenology comes into play when predictions are made about 
when leaves of deciduous trees will change colors in the fall. 
 

294. phlox I�@SY/X`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin. 

 

(a plural noun) 

 

plants of a genus of American herbs having red, purple, white, 
or variegated flowers. 

 

Dean planted phlox along the sidewalk. 
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295. pilaster I�]1@YN`a2_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin to 
Italian to French. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an upright architectural member that is structurally a vertical 
support but architecturally treated as a column and which 
usually partially projects from the wall and may be load-bearing 
or merely applied as surface decoration. 

 

The architect explained that because the pilaster was merely a 
decoration, removing it for the room’s renovation would not 
render the building structurally unstable. 
 

296. pilgrimage I�@]VYT_2ZVW�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word was formed in French from a Latin-derived French 
word plus a French combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a journey to visit a shrine or a holy place as a devotee. 

 

Felipe made a pilgrimage to Santiago last year. 
 

297. pillor I�@]VY2_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word that then became English. 

 

(a verb) 

 

expose or hold up to public contempt, ridicule, or scorn. 

 

At the reenactment of the Salem Witch Trials, the townspeople 
pillor the accused witches before casting them into prison. 
 

298. piloncillo I�A]4Y=[@`4�A�f=�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Spanish. 

 

(a noun) 

 

unrefined sugar especially when molded into cones or sticks. 

 

Rosita grated piloncillo into a bowl of custard. 
 

299. placatory I�@]Y0X2Aa=_4�I�
�

H�I�@]YNX2Aa=_4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

tending or intended to appease. 

 

Mr. Calder can usually be counted on for the necessary 
placatory words after a fight among the triplets. 
 

300. platypodia I�A]YNG4@]=Q42�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

flat-footedness. 

 

Platypodia no longer disqualifies an applicant from joining the 
U.S. Army. 
 

301. plutonite I�@]YCa3[A6a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Greek-derived German element plus a 
German combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a deep-seated rock. 

 

Seismic activity sometimes pushes a plutonite to the surface. 
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302. polemic I�]2@YRZVX�I�
�

H�I�]=@YRZVX�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or of the nature of a controversial discussion or 
argument. 

 

Try as he might, Rupert could not prevent the conversation from 
turning into a polemic debate. 
 

303. pollutant I�]2@YCa3[a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any substance, medium, or agent that makes physically impure 
or unclean. 

 

Ethylene gas is an air pollutant associated with industrial 
manufacturing and automobile exhaust. 
 

304. polyonymous I�A]/Y4@/[2Z2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

having many words or sounds or a combination of words or 
sounds by which an individual or a class of individuals (as 
persons or things) is regularly known or designated. 

 

Ancient pagan gods were generally polyonymous, their names 
varying with the culture. 
 

305. portcullis I�]=_a@X2Y1`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word that then became English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a large grating of iron bars or heavy timbers suspended by 
chains over the gateway of a fortified place and lowered 
between grooves to prevent passage. 

 

The guard quickly lowered the portcullis after the king and his 
knights passed through the gate. 
 

306. practitioner I�]_NX@aV`U2[2_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

one that exercises an art, science, or profession (as law, 
medicine, or engineering). 

 

The ambassador demonstrated his skill as a gifted practitioner 
of diplomacy. 
 

307. premonition I�A]_RZ2@[V`U2[�I�
�

H�I�A]_4Z2@[V`U2[�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

anticipation of an event without conscious reason. 

 

Yolanda had a premonition that she would win the lottery. 
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308. presbytery I�@]_RgO2AaR_4�I�
�

H�I�@]_R`O2AaR_4�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a ruling body in Presbyterian churches consisting of all the 
ministers of and one or more representative elders from each of 
the congregations within a specific district. 

 

The minister sought the permission of the presbytery to transfer 
to another pastorate. 
 

309. presumably I�]_4@gCZ2OY4�I�
�

H�I�]_4@gfCZ2OY4��]_1@gCZ2OY4�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

by reasonable assumption : probably. 

 

Mrs. Janko is presumably going to the Christmas party this 
year. 
 

310. prevaricate I�]_4@cN_2AX0a�I�
�

H�I�]_1@cN_2AX0a�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a verb) 

 

deviate from the truth : speak equivocally or evasively : lie. 

 

Whenever the teacher turns around and asks who shot a 
spitball, most students prevaricate by claiming that they do not 
know. 
 

311. Promethean I�]_2@Z4aU42[�I��
�

H�I�]_2@Z4aUf2[�I�J�

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into 
Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of, relating to, or resembling the Titan pioneer of civilization, 
his experiences, or his art; especially : daringly original. 

 

Daryl’s success as an inventor is largely the result of his 
Promethean approach to problem solving. 
 

312. pronouncement I�]_2@[NB[�a�`Z2[a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Originally Latin, this word went through French before 
becoming English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a usually formal declaration of opinion or judgment. 

 

The whole town anxiously awaited Judge Milburn’s 
pronouncement. 
 

313. proteus I�@]_=G42`�I�
�

H�I�@]_=AaC`��@]_=AafC`�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

one that is capable of infinite change : one having a great 
diversity of interests or abilities. 

 

Despite her age and infirmities, Mrs. Stokeley is a true proteus, 
with many friends, accomplishments, and hobbies. 
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314. psalmody I�@`/Z2Q4�I��
�

H�I�@`/YZ2Q4�I�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the act, practice, or art of singing sacred songs in worship. 

 

Although the New England Puritans did away with church 
organs and instruments, they kept their psalmody. 
 

315. puchero I�]C@PURA_=�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Spanish. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a Latin American boiled dinner or stew containing beef, 
sausage, bacon, and various vegetables. 

 

Olivia sampled puchero at an Argentine restaurant. 
 

316. pyrope I�@]6A_=]�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin to 
French to English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a magnesium-aluminum garnet that is deep red in color and is 
frequently used as a gem. 

 

Mari lost an earring that has a large pyrope dangling from a 
short gold chain. 
 

317. quadragenarian I�AXd/Q_2W1@[N_42[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a person who is 40 or more and less than 50 years old. 

 

Evelyn became a grandmother while she was a 
quadragenarian. 
 

318. quebracho I�X0@O_N�A�PU=�I�
�

H�I�X1@O_N�A�PU=�I�J�

This word is from Spanish. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a tree that is native to Argentina and is used as a source of 
tannin and in dyeing. 

 

The quebracho, which has extremely hard wood, got its name 
from a Spanish phrase that means “ax-breaker.” 
 

319. quiddity I�@XdVQ2G4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

the essential nature or ultimate form of something. 

 

The photographer was noted for her ability to capture the 
quiddity of her subjects. 
 

320. rabbinic I�_2@OV[VX�I�
�

H�I�_N@OV[VX�I�J�

This word is from a word that went perhaps from Aramaic to 
French. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of or relating to the religious leaders of Jewish congregations or 
their writings. 

 

Professor Gelb delivered a lecture on modern rabbinic thought. 
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321. rapscallion I�_N]@`XNYf2[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a probably French word that went into 
English plus a French-derived English combining form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a rascal : a good-for-nothing. 

 

Ever the optimist, Mr. Gound will give any rapscallion a chance 
to prove himself. 
 

322. raspingly I�@_N`]V;Y4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(an adverb) 

 

in a grating harsh manner. 

 

“Don’t try me,” he said in a raspingly mean voice. 
 

323. ratafia I�A_NG2@S42�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a small sweet biscuit made from almond paste. 

 

May ate a ratafia with her coffee for breakfast. 
 

324. reconcilable I�A_RX2[@`6Y2O2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word that 
went through French before becoming English, and the second 
part is an English combining form. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

capable of being adjusted or settled. 

 

Bill hopes that his differences with Sheila are reconcilable. 
 

325. redingote I�@_RQV;AT=a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally English word that passed 
through French before coming back into English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a woman’s lightweight coat usually cut in princess style, belted, 
and open at the front to show the skirt of the dress. 

 

The bride’s grandmother wore a periwinkle dress with a 
matching redingote. 
 

326. relegate I�@_RY2AT0a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(a noun) 

 

degrade : demote. 

 

The coach decided that he would relegate the quarterback to 
second string after his poor performance in the game. 
 

327. rembrandt I�@_RZAO_N[a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Dutch name. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a dark grayish brown that is slightly less strong than average 
chocolate brown. 

 

The color rembrandt is similar to the dark backgrounds of 
paintings by the artist of the same name. 
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328. renunciatory I�_1@[2[�a�`42Aa=_4�I�
�

H�I�_4@[2[�a�`42Aa=_4�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form.

(an adjective)

marked by or expressive of a refusal to follow, obey, or 
recognize any further.

The Boston Tea Party was the colonists’ renunciatory protest 
against taxation without representation. 

329. repoussage I�_1A]C@`/gU�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word. 

(a noun)

the art or process of hammering out or pressing thin metal from 
the reverse side.

Fiona bought a brass box decorated with repoussage at the 
antique shop. 

330. reprehensible I�A_R]_1@UR[�a�`2O2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to English.

(an adjective)

deserving rebuke or reprimand : censurable.

The amiable, upright, perfect Bree was apparently cherishing 
very reprehensible feelings. 

331. retribution I�A_Ra_2@OfC`U2[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin.

(a noun)

something given or exacted in compensation.

Art felt certain that his fender bender was divine retribution for 
all the times he had honked his horn impatiently at other 
drivers. 

332. rockabilly I�@_/X2AOVY4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of an originally English word plus an 
English nickname.

(a noun)

pop music marked by features of rock and country and western 
styles.

The new rockabilly star was called “The Hot Roman Candle 
from the Texas Panhandle.” 

333. rococo I�_2@X=AX=�I�
�

H�I�_=@X=AX=��@_=X2AX=�I�J�

This word is from a French word. 

(an adjective)

excessively ornate or intricate.

The rococo decor of Griselda’s new house attracts sightseers 
who want to take pictures. 
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334. rognon I�_=[@f=:�I�
�

H�I�_<[@f=:�I�J�

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin 
word.

(a noun)

a small rounded mass of rock usually embedded in rock of a 
different type.

The mountain climbers decided to traverse around the rognon 
at the head of the glacier. 

335. rubicelle I�A_BO2@`RY�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word. 

(a noun)

an extremely hard gem mineral of a yellow or orange-red color. 

The rubicelle typically comes from deposits in Southeast Asia. 

336. sabot I�`N@O=�I�
�

H�I�@`NO2a�I�J�

This word is from French.

(a noun)

a wooden work shoe worn in various European countries.

An ill-fitting sabot can cause painful blisters. 

337. saccadic I�`N@X/QVX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word. 

(an adjective)

of or relating to a sudden movement : jerky.

Virginia’s saccadic motions were symptomatic of a 
neurological disorder. 

338. sacerdotal I�A`N`2_@Q=G3Y�I�
�

H�I�A`NX2_@Q=G3Y�I�J�

This word is from Latin.

(an adjective)

of or relating to priests or a priesthood.

Some types of sacerdotal clothing distinguish the clergy from 
the laity, and some signify rank within the priesthood. 

339. samara I�@`NZ2_2�I�
�

H�I�`2@ZN_2�I�J�

This word is from Latin.

(a noun)

a dry indehiscent usually one-seeded winged fruit (as of an ash 
or elm tree).

Kristen held the samara to the light to examine its veined wing. 

340. scaberulous I�`X2@OR_2Y2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form.

(an adjective)

having minute raised dots, scales, or points.

The agricultural researcher explained to the rancher that 
scaberulous grasses are good for a cow’s digestion. 
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341. scalpel I�@`XNY]2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'�I�@`XNB]2Y���

`XNY@]RY�I�J�

This word is from Latin.

(a noun)

a small straight knife with a thin keen blade used especially for 
dissecting.

In surgery the scalpel is now often replaced by a laser beam. 

342. sebaceous I�`1@O0`U2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin.

(an adjective)

relating to, composed of, or secreting fatty matter.

Oily skin is usually the result of overactive sebaceous glands. 

343. senary I�@`4[2_4�I�
�

H�I�@`R[2_4�I�J�

This word is from Latin.

(an adjective)

of, based upon, or characterized by six : compounded of six 
things : consisting of six parts.

Jethro experimented with music using a senary scale. 

344. setigerous I�`1@aVW2_2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin.

(an adjective)

bearing or producing numerous slender typically rigid or bristly 
and springy organs or parts.

The extension agent told Mom how to get rid of the setigerous 
caterpillars that were destroying her tomato plants. 

345. Sinogram I�@`6[=AT_NZ�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'�I�@`V[=AT_NZ���

@`4[=AT_NZ�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is from an originally Greek word.

(a noun)

a Chinese phonogram or other written character.

Miss Chang wrote the Sinogram for “tree” on the dry erase 
board. 

346. sluggard I�@`Y2T2_Q�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a probably Scandinavian word that came into 
English. 

(a noun)

a habitually lazy idle and inactive person.

Jon’s mother scolded him for being a sluggard on such a 
beautiful sunny day. 

347. slumgullion I�A`Y2Z@T2Yf2[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of a part of unknown origin plus probably a 
part that went from Latin to French to English.

(a noun)

a meat stew.

The sailors protested when they were served yet another meal of 
slumgullion. 
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348. snivel I�@`[Vc2Y�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is originally English.

(a verb) 

speak or act in a whining, sniffling, tearful, or weakly emotional 
manner.

People who snivel when they ask for something are particularly 
annoying to Mr. Guthridge. 

349. soavemente I�`=A/c0@ZR[a0�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin 
word.

(an adverb)

with sweetness or smoothness : in a gentle manner — used as a 
direction in music.

The serenade was played soavemente by the strings. 

350. sociologese I�A`=`4A/Y2@W4g�I�
�

H�I�A`=`4A/Y2@W4`��A`=`U4A/Y2@W4g�I�J�

This word is from a Latin part plus a Greek part plus a 
Portuguese and Italian part.

(a noun)

a style of writing held to be characteristic of specialists in the 
study of the development, structure, and function of human 
groups.

The editor urged the author to rewrite some passages that 
sounded like sociologese. 

351. Socratic I�`2@X_NGVX�I�
�

H�I�`=@X_NGVX�I�J�

This word is from a Greek name.

(an adjective)

of or relating to the philosopher Socrates or his philosophy or 
his followers.

The Socratic method of instruction, simply put, enables the 
learner to express what he already knows. 

352. soilure I�@`<VYf2_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French word that then became English.

(a noun)

a stain : a smudge.

Rhonda gasped as she looked in the mirror and saw a greenish 
soilure running the length of her white lapel. 

353. solon I�@`=Y2[�I�
�

H�I�@`=AY/[�I�J�

This word is from a Greek name.

(a noun)

a wise and skillful lawgiver or statesman; broadly : a member of 
a legislative body.

Congressman Kantz is revered throughout the county as a 
solon. 
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354. stabilimeter I�A`aNO2@YVZ2G2_�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Latin-derived French form plus a Greek-
derived French form. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an apparatus for recording the amplitude and frequency of the 
motions of an animal or child. 

 

The veterinarian used a stabilimeter to analyze the horse’s 
movements. 
 

355. stereognosis I�A`aR_4/T@[=`1`�I�
�

H�I�A`aV_4/T@[=`1`�I�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

ability to perceive or the perception of material qualities (as 
form, weight) of an object by handling or lifting it : tactile 
recognition. 

 

To test Barry’s stereognosis after his head injury, the therapist 
blindfolded him and asked him to identify several objects by 
touch. 
 

356. striated I�@`a_6A0G1Q�I�
�

H�I�@`a_6A0a1Q�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

marked with threadlike lines or narrow bands. 

 

Marcus found an interesting striated rock lying in the dry creek 
bed. 
 

357. styptic I�@`aV]aVX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

tending to arrest bleeding; especially : having the property of 
arresting oozing of blood (as from a shallow surface injury) 
when applied to a bleeding part. 

 

Kenneth had to apply a styptic agent to his chin where he cut 
himself while shaving. 
 

358. subaqueous I�A`2O@0Xd42`�I�
�

H�I�A`2O@NXd42`�I�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

being or found under water or beneath the surface of water. 

 

Barrett rented a glass-bottomed boat to get a better look at the 
subaqueous fauna. 
 

359. sylph I�@`VYS�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word was formed from Latin and Greek and then passed to 
a later phase of Latin before becoming English. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a slender woman or girl of light and graceful carriage. 

 

One sylph after another joined the growing circle of ballerinas 
on the stage. 
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360. syndic I�@`V[QVX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin to 
French.

(a noun)

an advocate, agent, or attorney for a city, university, or 
corporate body.

The company hired a syndic to handle its foreign real estate 
transactions. 

361. synthetically I�`V[@aURG1XY4�I�
�

�H�I�`V[@aURG1X2Y4�I�(��
[\[`aN[QN_Q�]_\[�`�'��

I�`V[@aURG4XY4�I�J�

The first part of this word is originally Greek, and the rest 
consists of English combining forms.

(an adverb)

in a manner by which something is produced by artificial means 
or methods rather than by natural growth.

Many pharmaceutical drugs are now produced synthetically as 
a result of advances in biotechnology. 

362. syntrophism I�@`V[a_2ASVg2Z�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek.

(a noun)

mutual dependence for the satisfaction of nutritional needs.

The two bacterial strains exhibit syntrophism, with each strain 
synthesizing the growth factor needed by the other. 

363. synusia I�`1@[CgU2�I�
�

H�I�`1@[fCgU2��`1@[CgU42��`1@[Cg42�I�J�

This word is from Greek.

(a noun)

a structural unit of a major ecological community characterized 
by relative uniformity of life-form or of height and usually 
constituting a particular stratum of that community.

Brian’s thesis on the synusia of grasses in the New Jersey pine 
barrens won a special prize at the graduation ceremony. 

364. tabetisol I�a2@ORG2A`<Y�I�
�

H�I�a2@ORG2A`/Y�I�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form.

(a noun)

unfrozen ground above, within, or below permanently frozen 
ground.

Arctic wildflowers are able to survive in areas of tabetisol. 

365. tachycardia I�AaNX1@X/_Q42�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek.

(a noun)

relatively rapid heart action whether physiological (as after 
exercise) or pathological.

Cardiologists have successfully used electric shocks to treat 
severe ventricular tachycardia. 
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366. tattersall I�@aNG2_A`<Y�I�
�

H�I�@aNG2_`2Y�I�J�

This word is from an English name.

(a noun)

a fabric woven or printed in a pattern of colored lines forming 
squares of solid background.

Jeanne bought two yards of a blue-and-white tattersall to make 
into a skirt. 

367. tazza I�@a/a`2�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Originally Arabic, this word went into Italian before being 
adopted by English.

(a noun)

an ornamental receptacle (as a cup or vase) with a large flat 
shallow bowl resting on a pedestal or pillar and often having 
handles.

The bronze tazza in the center of the table was piled high with 
exotic fruits. 

368. technetronic I�AaRX[1@a_/[VX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two Greek parts plus an English 
combining form.

(an adjective)

shaped or influenced by the changes wrought by advances in 
technology and communications.

The ubiquity of the DVD player is a sign of today’s 
technetronic society. 

369. tectogene I�@aRXa2AW4[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

(a noun)

a long narrow downward fold of Earth’s crust that is postulated 
as an early phase in the process of the formation of a mountain 
range or an island arc.

The tectogene that formed in the later Paleozoic era extended 
from southern Britain through central and southern Europe to 
the Altai Mountains in the heart of Asia. 

370. telencephalon I�AaRY1[@`RS2AY/[�I�
�

H�I�AaRYR[@`RS2AY/[�I�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

(a noun)

the anterior subdivision of the forebrain comprising the cerebral 
hemispheres and associated structures.

The dominant structure in human brains is the telencephalon, 
which is the locus of higher-order, information-processing 
functions. 

371. temblor I�@aRZOY2_�I�
�

H�I�@aRZAOY<_�I�J�

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Spanish.

(a noun)

an earthquake.

Municipal authorities said that the old hotel would not 
withstand a strong temblor. 
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372. temerarious I�AaRZ2@_N_42`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

rashly or presumptuously daring : reckless. 

 

Mrs. Jasper punished Tim for his temerarious behavior by 
withholding certain privileges. 
 

373. thalassic I�aU2@YN`VX�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek. 

 

(an adjective) 

 

of or relating to the sea or ocean. 

 

Some thalassic currents travel for thousands of miles. 
 

374. thallophyte I�@aUNY2AS6a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Both parts of this word are originally Greek. 

 

(a noun) 

 

any plant of a primary division of the plant kingdom including 
the algae and fungi. 

 

A fungus is a non-chlorophyll-bearing thallophyte. 
 

375. thaumatrope I�@aU<Z2Aa_=]�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two Greek parts. 

 

(a noun) 

 

an optical instrument or toy that consists of a card with different 
designs on its opposite faces that appear to be combined in a 
single picture when the card is whirled rapidly round a 
diameter. 

 

Jennie’s first-grade class enjoyed making a simple 
thaumatrope. 
 

376. tiramisu I�AaV_2@Z4�A�`C�I�
�

H�I�AaV_2@ZV�A�`C��AaV_2Z4@`C�I�J�

This word is from Italian. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a dessert made with ladyfingers, mascarpone, and espresso. 

 

Callie ordered a small entrée at the café to ensure she would 
have room for its famous tiramisu. 
 

377. tomography I�a2@Z/T_2S4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two Greek parts. 

 

(a noun) 

 

a technique of X ray photography by which details in one plane 
of body tissue appear clear and sharp while details of adjoining 
planes are blurred. 

 

Magnetic resonance imaging is one form of tomography. 
 

378. totipotency I�a=@aV]2G2[`4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two Latin elements. 

 

(a noun) 

 

ability to generate or regenerate a whole organism from a part. 

 

Certain cells from tadpoles have been shown to have 
developmental totipotency. 
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379. tremulous I�@a_RZf2Y2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin.

(an adjective)

quivering : shaking.

Nervous for his first job interview, Victor gave his mother a 
tremulous smile as he walked out the door. 

380. trianon I�@a_42A[/[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a French architectural name.

(a noun)

a small elegant villa; especially : one on the grounds of a larger 
establishment.

Albert wrote his latest thriller while staying in a rented trianon 
on the Riviera. 

381. tropomyosin I�Aa_/]=@Z62`1[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a word that went from Greek to International 
Scientific Vocabulary plus a Greek element plus an element 
from the International Scientific Vocabulary.

(a noun)

a crystallizable protein of relatively low molecular weight found 
in muscle.

Tropomyosin is present in muscle fiber to facilitate muscular 
contraction. 

382. truttaceous I�Aa_2@a0`U2`�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin.

(an adjective)

of, relating to, or resembling a trout.

Truttaceous fish are highly esteemed as sport fish because of 
their spiritedness. 

383. tubulifloral I�AaCOf2Y2@SY=_2Y�I�
�

H�I�AafCOf2Y2@SY=_2Y�I�J�

This word is formed from Latin elements.

(an adjective)

having flowers that have a hollow elongated usually cylindrical 
body.

Margaret planted a couple of tubulifloral shrubs to attract 
hummingbirds. 

384. tuffet I�@a2S1a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Originally possibly Germanic, this word went through French 
before becoming English.

(a noun)

a low seat : a stool.

Katie stood on the tuffet to reach the book on the top shelf. 
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385. tyrannical I�a1@_N[1X2Y�I�
�

H�I�a6@_N[1X2Y�I�J�

The first part of this word is originally Greek, and the second 
part is an English combining form.

(an adjective)

given to oppressive, harsh, unjust, or arbitrary behavior or 
exercise of power.

Ron’s mother’s behavior seems tyrannical to him at times. 

386. ululation I�A2Yf2@Y0`U2[�I�
�

H�I�AfCYf2@Y0`U2[�I�J�

This word is from Latin.

(a noun)

a loud mournful usually protracted and rhythmical sound : a 
howl.

An ululation from deep in the woods gave Jesse goose bumps. 

387. umami I�C@Z/Z4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Japanese.

(a noun)

a taste sensation that is meaty or savory and is produced by 
several amino acids and nucleotides (as glutamate and 
aspartate).

Umami is recognized as one of the fundamental tastes of Asian 
cooking. 

388. umland I�@BZAYN[Q�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from German.

(a noun)

the environs of a city, town, or village that is part of the main 
community through common economic and cultural activities.

Jamie likes living in the suburbs because she feels it is part of 
the umland without the noise of the city. 

389. vacantia I�c0@XN[`U42�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin.

(a plural noun)

goods without an owner or claimant.

Storage facilities have regular auctions of vacantia from 
abandoned units. 

390. vaccinee I�AcNX`2@[4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form.

(a noun)

an individual to whom a preparation of organisms has been 
administered usually by injection to produce or artificially 
increase immunity to a particular disease.

Each smallpox vaccinee was carefully monitored for two weeks 
after receiving the cowpox virus. 
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391. vaccinoid I�@cNX`2A[<VQ�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and 
the second part is an English combining form.

(an adjective)

being or resembling the mild systemic reaction of a human 
being following immunization against smallpox.

A vaccinoid reaction indicates that the individual already has a 
partial immunity to smallpox. 

392. vainglory I�@c0[ATY=_4�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word consists of two elements that went from Latin to 
French to English.

(a noun)

excessive or ostentatious pride especially in one’s 
achievements.

The football coach cautions his team against vainglory, saying 
that the only thing that matters is how well they play their next 
game. 

393. vargueno I�c/_@T0[�A�f=�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from a Spanish geographical name.

(a noun)

a decorative writing cabinet of a form originating in Spain, 
composed of a rectangular chest supported on legs or a 
decorative framework, and having the front opening downward 
on hinges to serve as a writing desk.

Mom has her heart set on a walnut vargueno with ivory inlay 
she found on eBay. 

394. violaceous I�Ac62@Y0`U2`�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Latin.

(an adjective)

of the color violet.

The prism cast a violaceous band across Sally’s face. 

395. viscount I�@c6AXNB[a�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

Originally Latin, this word went through French before 
becoming English.

(a noun)

a noble ranking below an earl and above a baron. 

The viscount had no children and was growing desperate to 
have an heir. 

396. wafflestomper I�@d/S2YA`a/Z]2_�I�
�

H�I�@d<S2YA`a/Z]2_�I�J�

The first part of this word is from Dutch, and the second part is 
from English.

(a noun)

a hiking boot with a thick rubber sole with ridges patterned to 
increase traction.

The typical wafflestomper has a suede upper reaching to the 
ankle and is lighter than many other boots. 
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397. wiesenboden I�@c4g3[AO=Q3[�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from an originally German word.

(a noun)

any of an intrazonal group of dark brown to black meadow soils 
rich in organic matter.

The sedge grass thrived in the wiesenboden. 

398. xerostomia I�AgV_2@`a=Z42�I�
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek.

(a noun)

abnormal dryness of the mouth due to insufficient secretions.

The physician explained that the xerostomia Alice was 
experiencing was a side effect of the radiation treatment she 
was getting for cancer. 

399. yannigan I�@fN[1T2[�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is perhaps from an originally English word.

(a noun)

a member of a baseball team in which players participate as 
individuals rather than as team members and rotate to new 
positions as each out is made.

Gil loves being a yannigan because he enjoys playing both 
infield and outfield. 

400. zealotry I�@gRY2a_4�I��
�

H[\�NYaR_[NaR�]_\[b[PVNaV\[�`�J�

This word is from Greek.

(a noun)

fanatical devotion.

Terrorists typically justify their violence as acts of zealotry. 
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